Abbreviations {#nomen0010}
=============

AMD

:   Age-related macular degeneration

ANOVA

:   analysis of variance

BCA

:   Bicinchoninic acid

BR

:   basal respiration

CMST

:   Cell Mito Stress Test

COX IV

:   cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV

LC

:   liquid chromatography

LC3

:   microtubule-associated proteins 1A/1B light chain 3B

MGS

:   Minnesota Grading System

MS

:   mass spectrometry

MR

:   maximal respiration

Mt

:   mitochondrial

NAC

:   N-acetyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-cysteine

NAD

:   Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

NMN

:   Nicotinamide mononucleotide

NMNAT

:   Nicotinamide/nicotinate-nucleotide adenylyltransferase

OCR

:   oxygen consumption rate

OXPHOS

:   oxidative phosphorylation

PGC-1α

:   Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptor-gamma Coactivator 1α

PQQ

:   Pyrroloquinoline quinone

RPE

:   Retinal Pigment Epithelium

SRC

:   spare respiratory capacity

VDAC

:   voltage-dependent anion channel

1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD), the leading cause of vision loss in adults, globally affects approximately 20--30% of individuals over 75 years old in the developed world \[[@bib17]\]. This disease is characterized by deterioration of the macula, a small area at the retina\'s center. The result is central vision loss, making it difficult to read, recognize faces, or perform tasks that require visualizing fine detail. Current treatment options for AMD are available only for a small percentage of the patient population with "wet" AMD (\~10%), which manifests as the abnormal growth of blood vessels into the retina from the choroid, a fenestrated blood vessel network that provides oxygen and nutrients to the outer retina \[[@bib47]\]. A key feature of the more prevalent "dry" AMD is the loss of retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells and photoreceptors. The RPE is a pigmented monolayer that is located between the retina and choroid. RPE perform tasks critical for maintaining retinal health, including transport of nutrients from the choroid, degradation of shed photoreceptor outer segments, and secretion of factors that are crucial for the structural integrity of the retina \[[@bib52]\]. Treatment for dry AMD is limited to a nutritional supplement determined by two separate clinical trials, coined the Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS), to reduce disease progression in a limited number of patients. The most efficacious formulations were composed of high doses of vitamin C and E plus the minerals zinc and copper \[[@bib2],[@bib3]\]. While a portion of patients showed reduced odds of developing advanced AMD, the treatment effect was modest and for most participants, and vision loss continued to progress \[[@bib7]\].

A comprehensive meta-analysis of 39 population-based studies reported the global estimate of people with AMD in 2020 is 196 million and will increase to 288 million by 2040 \[[@bib62]\]. These statistics highlight the impeding epidemic of vision loss due to AMD. The significant negative impact on families and the global health care industry creates an urgent need to develop treatment strategies for patients with dry AMD. To be effective, new strategies must target the disease mechanism, which likely involves mitochondrial (Mt) dysfunction in the RPE \[[@bib14],[@bib15],[@bib27],[@bib33],[@bib44],[@bib45]\]. The mitochondria are organelles that produce energy (ATP), regulate cell death, control redox signaling, and buffer calcium. Since RPE rely almost exclusively on mitochondria as an energy source \[[@bib25]\], disruption of these essential processes could cause RPE cell death \[[@bib16]\]. In support of this idea, two recent studies found that RPE cells cultured from human donors with AMD had reduced oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) compared with RPE cells from non-diseased donors \[[@bib15],[@bib21]\]. This altered RPE metabolism could create a bioenergetic crisis in the retina, driving AMD pathology \[[@bib16]\].

Identifying compounds that enhance Mt function and preserve the RPE may provide the most effective treatment strategy for dry AMD. For this proof of concept study, we selected four drugs that specifically target key processes in maintaining optimal Mt function. N-acetyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-cysteine (NAC) has anti-oxidant properties that protect cells from oxidative damage by acting both as a free radical scavenger and as a precursor for glutathione, a tripeptide that helps restore cellular redox balance \[[@bib64]\]. NAC is currently used to treat acetaminophen overdose and is available as both a prescription and over-the-counter supplement \[[@bib10],[@bib26],[@bib60]\]. The macrolide antibiotic Rapamycin is used to prevent organ transplant rejection \[[@bib28]\]. This drug inhibits mTOR and activates autophagy, a degradative process that eliminates defective organelles, including mitochondria. The drug Pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) is classified as an essential micronutrient \[[@bib65]\]. Small amounts of PQQ have been detected in fruits and vegetables; larger amounts are found in fermented products such as cocoa powder \[[@bib50]\]. PQQ is a redox cofactor that induces Mt biogenesis \[[@bib48]\]. Nicotinamide mononucleotide (NMN) is a key intermediate of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+), which transports electrons to facilitate Mt respiration and ATP generation \[[@bib9],[@bib39]\]. Similar to PQQ, NMN is also present in various types of food \[[@bib40]\], and both compounds are available as an over-the-counter supplement.

In this study, age-matched primary cultures of RPE from human donors with or without AMD were used to evaluate how NAC, Rapamycin, PQQ, and NMN affect Mt function. We have previously shown that RPE from donors with AMD had reduced Mt function, thereby providing a useful model system for testing the efficacy of drugs \[[@bib15]\]. Our results show a drug-dependent effect on Mt function as well as a donor-specific response to the treatments. Of note, these positive results were mainly limited to a select portion of RPE from AMD donors.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Human eye procurement and grading for AMD {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------

Human eyes were procured from Lions Gift of Sight (formerly known as Minnesota Lions Eye Bank, Saint Paul, MN) with the written consent of the donor or the donor\'s family for use in medical research in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Lions Gift of Sight is licensed by the Eye Bank Association of America (accreditation \#0015204) and accredited by the FDA (FDA Established Identifier 3000718528). Donor tissue is considered pathological specimens and is therefore exempt from the process of Institutional Review Board approval.

Evaluation of the presence or absence of AMD was determined by a Board Certified Ophthalmologist (Sandra R. Montezuma) from stereoscopic fundus photographs of the RPE macula using the criteria (RPE pigment changes and the presence, size and location of drusen) established by the Minnesota Grading System \[[@bib46]\]. Demographics (age, gender, cause of death, and time from death to cell harvesting) for the donors used to generate RPE primary cultures or for RPE proteomic analysis was provided by Eye Bank records and are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplemental Table 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, respectively.Table 1Donor characteristics and clinical information [a](#tbltbl1fnafna){ref-type="table-fn"}.Table 1Disease State [b](#tbltbl1fnbfnb){ref-type="table-fn"}Sample[c](#tbltbl1fncfnc){ref-type="table-fn"} (n)Sex\
Male (n)Sex\
Female (n)Age (Mean ± SD)Time[d](#tbltbl1fndfnd){ref-type="table-fn"} (Mean ± SD)Cause of Death [e](#tbltbl1fnefne){ref-type="table-fn"} (n)No AMD85365 ± 9.719 ± 4.1AE (1), Cancer (3), ESLD (1), ICH (1), Respiratory Failure (1), Sepsis (1)AMD (MGS2)\
(MGS3)20\
16\
412\
11\
18\
5\
370 ± 10.1\
67 ± 9.5\
80 ± 5.919 ± 4.0\
18 ± 4.2\
20 ± 3.3AAA (1), ABI (1), Cancer (4), COPD (1), CVA (1), Heart failure (2), ICH (1), MI (2), MS (1), Pneumonia (2), Sepsis (4)[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5][^6]

2.2. RPE cell culturing {#sec2.2}
-----------------------

RPE cells, harvested from the peripheral region after removing a 5 mm punch of cells centered over the macula, were cultured using the conditions previously described \[[@bib15]\]. Cells in passage 2 or 3 were used for analysis. Cell number and condition are indicated under each experimental protocol. Donor RPE were selected for various assays based on their availability. These cells were extensively characterized in our previous study \[[@bib15]\] and in [Supplemental Fig. 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}.

2.3. Immunofluorescence/microscopy {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------

Cells were grown on either chamber slides (Nunc) or transwell filters (Costar). Paraformaldehyde-fixed cells were blocked for 1 h in 10% donkey serum and then incubated in primary antibody, RPE65 (provided by Dr. T. Michael Redman -- NEI) or ZO-1 (Life Technologies) overnight. The reaction was visualized using an appropriate secondary antibody. Cells were cover slipped with mounting medium containing DAPI (Vector Laboratories) and imaged with a fluorescence microscope (Leica DM4000B). For phase contrast images, confluent RPE cell cultures grown in Primaria 6-well plates were imaged with an Axiovert 200 M inverted microscope (Zeiss).

2.4. Optimization of drug treatment {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------

RPE from several donors (n = 9 total) were used for preliminary assays to optimize drug treatment conditions. Drug concentrations and experimental timing were selected from a series of experiments comparing untreated to treated cells to determine the optimal dose from a range of concentrations (2.5--100 nM for Rapamycin; 10 nM to 1 μM for PQQ; 0.1--2 mM for NMN) and a range of times (2--48hr). The optimal concentration and time for each drug was determined from results of changes in protein or NAD+/NADH content and Mt function.

2.5. Western blotting {#sec2.5}
---------------------

RPE cells (3 × 10^5^) were grown to confluence in Primaria 6-well plates (Corning). Cells were treated with Rapamycin or PQQ and lysates were extracted at specific times. Protein concentrations were determined with the Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay using albumin as the standard. Western blots were performed as previously described \[[@bib37]\]. Proteins were resolved on SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to PVDF membranes (Millipore) and incubated overnight with primary antibodies, LC3 (Novus Biologicals), VDAC (Cell Signal), COX IV (Cell Signal). β-Actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) was used as a loading control. Appropriate secondary antibodies conjugated to horseradish peroxidase were used to visualize immune reactions using chemiluminescence with SuperSignal West Dura Extended Duration substrate (Thermo Fisher). Immune reactions were imaged using a ChemiDoc XRS (Bio-Rad) and quantified using Quantity One software (Bio-Rad).

Autophagy in Rapamycin-treated cells was evaluated by dividing LC3-II densitometry values by LC3-I values, then normalizing the data to densitometry values of β-Actin. Biogenesis in PQQ-treated cells was evaluated by dividing VDAC or COX IV densitometry values by β-Actin (loading control) values.

2.6. Measurement of NAD+ and NADH {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------

RPE cells were seeded (5 × 10^3^ cells/well) in all white 96-well plates (Corning) and grown for 24hr. Cells were treated with varying concentrations (100 μM to 2 mM) of NMN for 24hr, and at various time points (2--32hr). NAD content was determined using NAD/NADH-Glo Assay kit (Promega) following the manufacturer\'s protocol. The concentration of NAD+ and NADH in the samples was calculated from standard curves. Luminescence was measured on a microplate reader (Biotek, Cytation One).

2.7. RNA isolation and RT-PCR {#sec2.7}
-----------------------------

Donor eyes were enucleated 4 h or less from death. One eye was placed directly into RNAprotect cell reagent (Qiagen) and stored at −20 °C until RNA isolation. RNA quality was evaluated post isolation using an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Biomedical Genomics Center, U of MN). Fundus imaging was performed on the alternative eye within 6 h post-mortem to evaluate the presence and severity of AMD.

cDNA was synthesized from total RNA prepared from RPE tissue or RPE cultured cells as previously described \[[@bib56]\]. The expression of NMNAT genes was determined using quantitative reverse transcription PCR using a BioRad iQ5 multicolor real time PCR detection system. Triplicate wells of 25 μL reactions contained 1 ng cDNA, 0.2 μM Forward and Reserve primers, and 13.5 μL BioRad iQ SYBR Green Supermix. The following primers were used: *NMNAT1*, forward 5′-TCCCATCACCAACATGCACC-3′ and reverse 5′-TGATGACCCGGTGATAGGCAG-3'; *NMNAT2,* forward 5′--TGGAGCGTTTCACCTTTGTA-3′ and reverse 5′-CAATCTCTTCATACCGCATC-3'; *NMNAT3*, forward 5′-AGTTTGCTGTGATGCCTC-3′ and reverse 5′-AGTTTGCTGTGATGATGCCTC-3'; *HPRT1(housekeeping gene)*, forward 5′- TGCAGACTTTGCTTTCCTTGGTCAGG-3′ and reverse 5′-CCAACACTTCGTGGGGTCCTTTTCA-3'. The housekeeping gene HPRT1 was used to calculate ΔCt for each gene of interest. To determine fold change relative to No AMD, ΔΔCt of each AMD donor was calculated by subtracting the mean ΔCt of No AMD cells. A modified Livak method was used to calculate relative expression using efficiency for each primer.

PCR products were verified by the appearance of a single band migrating at the correct size on a 2% agarose gel using a 50bp DNA ladder as reference. PCR products were visualized under UV light and imaged using a ChemiDoc XRS (Bio-Rad).

2.8. Sample preparation and NanoLiquid chromatography (LC)-Mass spectrometry (MS/MS) analysis {#sec2.8}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Demographics of donors used in the RPE protein analysis performed using Mass Spectrometry is found in [Supplemental Table 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. To isolate an organelle-enriched fraction, RPE cell pellets were suspended in isolation buffer (70 mM sucrose, 200 mM mannitol, 1 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES pH 7.4) and subjected to two freeze/thaw cycles prior to homogenization. Samples were centrifuged at 800×*g* for 8 min. The supernatant containing the organelles was centrifuged at 12,000×*g* for 10 min. The pellet containing the organelle-enriched fraction was resuspended in ice-cold Tris buffered saline and frozen at −80 °C.

All samples were extracted with an ice-cold lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-formic acid, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 2% SDS, 2% NP-40, pH 8.0) as described \[[@bib58]\]. The same amount of protein (60 μg) was processed with an acetone precipitation/on-pellet-digestion approach. The peptide mixture of 4 μg was separated using a nano-LC system (Eksigent, Dublin, CA) and analyzed using an Orbitrap Fusion mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). A nano-LC column (75 μm ID x 75 cm, packed with 3-μm particles) with a 160-min gradient was used for separation. The MS data was acquired using the data-dependent product ion mode. Survey scans (*m*/*z* range 400--1500) were performed at a resolution of 120,000 with an automatic gain control target of 5 × 10^5^. Tandem MS (MS2) was analyzed using isolation at 1.2 Th with the quadrupole for high energy collision dissociation fragmentation. An MS2 automatic gain control target was set to 5 × 10^4^ and the maximum injection time was 50 ms. Dynamic exclusion was enabled with the settings: repeat count 1; repeat duration 50 s; exclusion duration 60 s. The MS instrument was run in top speed mode with a cycle time of 3 s.

For database search and validation, raw files were searched against the Swiss-Prot protein database (released January 2015) using Proteome Discoverer 1.4. Two missed cleavages were allowed for tryptic peptides. Mass tolerances for precursor ions and fragment ions were 20 ppm and 0.02 Da, respectively. Carbamidomethylation of cysteines was set as a fixed modification. Variable modifications of methionine oxidation and protein N-terminal acetylation were allowed. Scaffold 4.5 software was used for peptide and protein validation. The threshold of 0.1% peptide FDR, 1% protein FDR, and 2 distinct peptides was used to filter the peptide and protein identification. Gene Ontology (GO) software was used to obtain the cellular localization of identified proteins.

2.9. Measurement of mitochondrial function using the cell mito stress test (CMST) {#sec2.9}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Analysis of Mt function was performed on live cells using XF^e^96 Extracellular Flux Analyzer (Agilent Technologies) as previously described \[[@bib15]\]. RPE cells (4 × 10^4^ cells/well) were seeded and grown for 24hr, then treated with one of the following compounds: 500 μM NAC (N-acetyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-cysteine; Sigma-Aldrich), 100 nM Rapamycin (Sigma-Aldrich), or 100 nM PQQ (Pyrroloquinoline-quinone disodium salt; Sigma-Aldrich) for 48hr, or 500 μM NMN (Nicotinamide mononucleotide; Sigma Aldrich) for 24hr. The CMST assay protocol was performed as detailed by the manufacturer (Agilent Technologies) and our previous analysis \[[@bib15]\]. A graphical description of the assay results and parameters measured are provided in [Supplemental Fig. 2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}.

After the assay was complete, cells were incubated on ice and washed with PBS (2X). Cell lysates were made with RIPA buffer (50 μL/well). Protein concentration of each well was determined using a BCA assay kit (Thermo Fisher) with bovine serum albumin as the standard. The total amount (mg) of protein per well was used for normalization of the oxygen consumption rate (OCR) in the CMST assay.

2.10. Statistical analysis {#sec2.10}
--------------------------

All treatment data were normalized to the no treatment value for each donor (fold change relative to no treatment). Statistical analysis was performed on log transformed fold change values. One Way ANOVA with Dunnett\'s post hoc was used to determine optimal treatment (PQQ, Rapamycin, or NMN) dose and timing ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). One-sample *t*-test or Wilcoxon t-test comparing all treatments to their untreated control were performed to determine effectiveness of drug treatments ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Unpaired t-tests of the ΔΔCt values were used to compare NMNAT gene expression levels between No AMD and AMD cells in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B. Unpaired t-tests were used to compare drug responses from donors without AMD (No AMD) to donors with AMD ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Analyses were performed using the statistical software in GraphPad Prism 8. Data were reported as mean ± SEM for each group. *p* ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.Fig. 1**Characterization of drug treatment effect.** (A,B) RPE cells were treated with each compound for the times or concentrations specified, lysates were collected, Western blots were run, and densitometry of protein bands was performed. (A) RPE (n = 2) were treated with PQQ for 24 h to determine the optimal drug concentration (left). The time-dependent response (n = 2) was determined following incubation with 100 nM PQQ (right). The amount of VDAC and COX IV content were estimated from densitometry data. Results are the fold change relative to untreated control (NT = 1) for each donor. No significant difference was observed comparing treatments to no treatment controls. VDAC, voltage-dependent anion channel; COX IV, cytochrome C oxidase 4. (B) RPE (n = 2) were treated with Rapamycin for 24 h to determine optimal drug concentration (left). The time-dependent response (n = 2) was determined following incubation with 100 nM Rapamycin (right). The ratio of delipidated (LC3-I) and lipidated (LC3-II) proteins were determined from densitometry data. β-Actin was used as the loading control. No significant difference was observed comparing treatments to no treatment controls. LC3, microtubule-associated proteins 1A/1B. (C) NAD/NADH content in RPE cells (n = 3) treated with NMN for 24 h was measured to determine the optimal drug concentration (left). The time-dependent response (n = 5) was determined following incubation with 500 μM NMN (right). Graphs show fold change relative to no treatment control (NT = 1) for each donor. \**p* \< 0.05, \*\**p* \< 0.01 were statistically different than untreated controls. Data in (A--C) are mean ± SEM. One Way ANOVA with Dunnett\'s post hoc was used to compare treatment to untreated control.Fig. 1

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

A summary of clinical information and demographics for the donors used in the cell culture experiments is provided in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The average time of death to cell harvesting was 19 ± 4 h (mean ± SD) for both groups. The average age of donors with No AMD (65 ± 9.7 yr, n = 8) compared to AMD (70 ± 10.1 yr, n = 20) was not statistically different (*p* = 0.28). Our AMD group included MGS2 and MGS3 donors, which represent early and intermediate stages of the disease. As would be expected with disease progression, the average age of MGS3 (80 ± 5.9 yr) donors was significantly older than MGS2 (67 ± 9.5 yr) donors (*p* = 0.03).

Confluent primary RPE cell cultures from donors used in the experiments were pigmented, had a cobblestone appearance, expressed the RPE-specific marker, RPE65, and developed tight junctions as shown by ZO-1 staining ([Supplemental Fig. 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). As seen in the photomicrographs, RPE from donors with or without AMD had similar shape and degree of pigmentation. These data are consistent with cell characterization in our previous study \[[@bib15]\].

3.1. Characterization of compounds that target mitochondrial pathways {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The optimal dose and timing for each compound was experimentally determined by comparing the drug response (increase in protein or NAD+/NADH content) in at least two donors. Initial experiments tested a range of drug concentrations (for PQQ, Rapamycin, NMN) to determine the optimal dose. Subsequent experiments narrowed down the optimal time of treatment.

The mechanism of action for PQQ involves the activation of transcription factors and coactivators that regulate genes involved in cell energy metabolism and Mt biogenesis \[[@bib8],[@bib22],[@bib48]\]. To assess the effect of PQQ treatment on Mt biogenesis, we measured the content of voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC) and cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV (COX IV) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). These proteins are located on the outer and inner Mt membranes and are used as an estimate of Mt content. We found 100 nM PQQ elicited maximal upregulation of Mt proteins. In following the response over time, Mt protein content was increased starting at 4 h, with the most pronounced upregulation at 24 h. By 48 h, the Mt protein content returned to baseline.

To assess the effect of Rapamycin treatment on autophagy in RPE cells, we tracked the conversion of LC3-I to LC3-II, a well-described indicator of autophagic activity ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). During autophagy, LC3-I (cytosolic form) is processed and recruited to the autophagosomes, where LC3-II (the lipidated form of this protein) is generated \[[@bib43]\]. We found the maximal response to treatment occurred with 100 nM rapamycin. At this dose, maximal upregulation of autophagy occurred from 16 to 48 h.

NMN is an intermediate of NAD + biosynthesis \[[@bib63]\]. As a co-enzyme, NAD regulates ATP production through its NAD+/NADH redox state \[[@bib67]\]. To assess the effect of NMN treatment on RPE cells, we measured intracellular content of NAD+ and NADH. At 500 and 1000 μM NMN, maximal NAD + content was observed, with a slight decrease in NAD + content at 2000 μM ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C, left). Of note, NADH content remained slightly above baseline but did not change for all NMN doses. After treating RPE with 500 μM NMN, the largest increase in NAD + content was observed at 24 and 32 h ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C, right).

In our previous investigation testing the effect of NAC treatment on RPE cells, we found that 500 μM NAC increased ATP content after 24 h of incubation \[[@bib56]\]. We also found that pre-treatment with NAC protected RPE cells from oxidation-induced mitochondrial dysfunction \[[@bib56]\]. Therefore, 500 μM NAC was adopted for the current study.

3.2. Assessing mitochondrial function to determine optimal treatment time {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having determined the dose for each compound that provided the optimal response in proteins or NAD + content, we next evaluated the time-dependent effect on mitochondrial function using an Extracellular Flux Analyzer. The Cell Mito Stress Test (CMST) assay was performed to measure oxygen consumption rate (OCR), which is a gauge of mitochondrial respiration. OCR measured after sequential injections of mitochondrial stressors (oligomycin, FCCP, and antimycin A/rotenone) was used to calculate basal respiration (BR), maximal respiration (MR), spare respiratory capacity (SRC), and ATP production ([Supplemental Fig. 2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). OCR was measured in RPE cells following 24 or 48 h of drug treatment. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (left) shows an example trace of RPE OCR from a single donor treated with NAC, Rapamycin, PQQ, or NMN. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (right) shows the average calculated values for Mt function associated with results from two donors.Fig. 2**Measuring Mt function to determine the optimal treatment time.** RPE cells were plated in a 96-well plate and incubated overnight. Cells were treated with compounds (NAC, Rapamycin, PQQ, or NMN) for 24 or 48 h. Mitochondrial function was evaluated using XFe96 Extracellular Flux Analyzer. An example trace of oxygen consumption rate (OCR) from a single donor treated with the specified drug is shown (left). Average calculated values (±StDev) of Mt function (compared to untreated controls) for two donors are shown (right). BR = basal respiration; MR = maximal respiration; SRC = spare respiratory capacity; ATP = ATP production.Fig. 2Fig. 3**Effect of drugs on RPE mitochondrial function.** RPE cells from donors without AMD (n = 7) or with AMD (n = 10; MGS2 n = 7, MGS3 n = 3) were treated with drugs for 24 or 48hr. Following treatment, parameters of mitochondrial function (A--D) were calculated from OCR measured using an XFe96 Extracellular Flux Analyzer. OCR data was normalized to mg protein per well. Graphs show fold change relative to each donor\'s no treatment control (dashed line). Colored data points indicate response from individual donors that exhibited improved function for at least one drug. Red = MGS3 donor. Blue, yellow, orange, and green = MGS2 donors. Bas Res = Basal Respiration; Max Res = Maximal Respiration; Sp Res Cap = Spare Respiratory Capacity; ATP = ATP production. The bar and whiskers represent the mean ± SEM (\**p* \< 0.05, \*\**p* \< 0.01 determined by one-sample *t*-test or Wilcoxon *t*-test).Fig. 3Fig. 4**NMNAT gene expression in RPE cells and RPE tissue.** (A) Gel image shows PCR products of NMNAT1, NMNAT2, and NMNAT3 in RPE cell cultures from donors without AMD (donors 1 to 4) or with AMD (donors 5 to 8). (B) mRNA expression of NMNAT family genes in No AMD (n = 9) and AMD (n = 9; MGS2 n = 6, MGS3 n = 3) cells was measured by quantitative RT-PCR. Results are fold change in expression relative to the average for No AMD (NA) samples (dotted line). Unpaired t-tests of ddCt values were used to compare basal expression of NMNAT genes in AMD cells to No AMD cells. There was no significant difference in expression comparing AMD to No AMD. (C) Expression of NMNAT family genes relative to housekeeping gene (dCt). Data are mean ± SEM in both B & C. (D) PCR products of NMNAT1, NMNAT2, NMNAT3 in RPE tissue harvested from three individual donors (A = MGS4, 87 year old female; B = MGS2, 87 year old male; C = MGS1; 56 year old male). In (A) & (D) 50bp ladder was used as a reference for PCR product size. HPRT1 was used as a housekeeping control.Fig. 4Fig. 5**Comparing drug response in RPE cells from donors with or without AMD**. Drug response was compared in cells from AMD donors (n = 10; MGS2 n = 7, MGS3 n = 3) and No AMD donors (n = 7). The same data from [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} was plotted to investigate differences in average response to each drug according to disease state. Fold change relative to no treatment was plotted. Bars represent mean (±SEM) parameters of mitochondrial function (BR = Basal Respiration; MR = Maximal Respiration; SRC = Spare Respiratory Capacity; ATP = ATP Production) as measured by XFe96 Extracellular Flux Analyzer. \**p* \< 0.05, \*\**p* \< 0.01 determined by *t*-test with Welch\'s or Mann-Whitney corrections.Fig. 5

In comparing the effect on Mt function, we found optimal treatment times varied between drugs ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). RPE cells treated with NAC had increases in BR and ATP production at both 24 and 48hr; MR and SPR were highest at 24 h ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). In our previous study, we observed an overall improvement in Mt function with 24hr NAC treatment \[[@bib56]\]. To extend these initial studies and test the longer-term effect of NAC treatment, 48hr was chosen as the experimental time point in the current study. RPE cells treated with Rapamycin showed increases in Mt function at 48hr ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). RPE cells treated with PQQ had increases in BR, MR, SRC, and ATP production at both 24 and 48 h ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). From these data, 48 h treatment (NAC, Rapamycin, or PQQ) was chosen for subsequent experiments. The improvement in Mt function following NMN treatment was higher at 24hr ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D), so this time was selected as the treatment time for NMN.

3.3. Determining the optimal drug for improving mitochondrial function {#sec3.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the efficacy of individual drugs on Mt function, OCR was measured following incubation with each drug at their optimal dose and time. We first examined individual donor response by comparing treated to untreated cells. In RPE from donors without AMD, treatments had no significant effect on Mt function since the response of individual donors clustered around 1 (no treatment control) ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, left). One exception was the improvement in ATP production after NAC treatment (*p* = 0.01). In contrast, RPE from donors with AMD were more responsive ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, right). Treatment with NAC significantly improved MR *(p* = 0.04) and SRC (*p* = 0.04). Rapamycin significantly increased BR (*p* = 0.03), MR (*p* = 0.05), and ATP production (*p* = 0.01). Treatment with PQQ significantly improved MR (*p* \< 0.01), SRC (*p* = 0.02), and ATP production (*p* = 0.03). NMN treatment significantly increased MR (*p* = 0.04) and ATP production (*p* = 0.01).

An additional observation about the response of RPE from AMD donors is that approximately half of the individuals showed a 50%--350% improvement in Mt function after treatment. The other half of the AMD donors were much less responsive, exhibiting only \~5%--25% improvement in Mt function. It is important to note that the group of drug-responsive donors with AMD exhibited a very individualized response to the drugs ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, right -- individual donors are indicated by a single color.). As an example, the green (MGS2) and red-symbol (MGS3) donors had higher BR after exposure to NAC, Rapamycin, and PQQ, whereas robust improvement in BR was observed only after NAC treatment for the blue-symbol (MGS2) donor ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Since the AMD group contains donors with early (MGS2) and intermediate (MGS3) AMD, we asked whether disease severity influenced the response to drugs. While our sample size is limited, the results suggest that the disease stage does not appear to influence the drug response; 1 out of 3 MGS3 donors responded to drugs and 4 out of 7 MGS2 donors responded. Rather, we conclude that the responders may be individuals with defects in specific processes and support the requirement for personalized treatment as the most efficacious approach for AMD.

3.4. Investigation of NMNAT in RPE {#sec3.4}
----------------------------------

In our initial optimization experiments, we observed NMN treatment increased intracellular NAD+ in RPE cells. The enzymes involved in producing NAD+ from the precursor NMN are Nicotinamide/nicotinate-nucleotide adenylyltransferase (NMNAT) 1, 2, and 3. These isoforms are found in the nucleus, cytosol, and mitochondria, respectively. Under basal conditions, NMNAT1, NMNAT2, and NMNAT3 gene expression was observed in cultured RPE cells from both No AMD and AMD donors ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Results in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} show that NMN treatment caused a significant improvement in maximal respiration and ATP production in only AMD RPE compared to their untreated controls ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest differences in content of NMNAT could explain the functional improvement in AMD RPE in response to NMN supplementation. To test this idea, we compared NMNAT expression in RPE from donors with or without AMD by quantitative RT-PCR. We observed a 2- to 4-fold increased expression in AMD RPE, but this increase was not statistically different due to the high degree of variability between donors ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). We also compared the relative abundance of each NMNAT isoform by comparing their mean dCt values (lower dCt indicates higher expression). We observed expression of NMNAT1 and NMNAT3 was more abundant than NMNAT2 in RPE from both No AMD and AMD donors, indicating the highest levels of NMNAT are localized to the mitochondria and nucleus ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C).

To test whether these enzymes are also present in RPE *in vivo*, we examined RPE tissue harvested from human donor eyes. Gene expression of all three isoforms of the NMNAT enzyme was also detected in RPE tissue harvested from human donor eyes using high-quality RNA (RNA integrity number = 8 ± 0.3, mean ± SEM) ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). A proteomic screen further confirmed the presence of NMNAT1 and NMNAT3 in organelle-enriched fractions from human RPE tissue ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). These fractions contained proteins from the mitochondria, lysosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, nucleus, melanosomes, peroxisomes, and cytoplasm (Supplement [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In 5 out of 7 RPE samples, nuclear-localized NMNAT1 had 1 or 2 peptides covering \~10% of the amino acid sequence ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The mitochondrial NMNAT3 was found in all seven RPE tissue samples and had 4 to 7 peptides covering \~27% of the sequence ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The cytoplasmic NMNAT2 protein was not observed, likely because the organelle-enriched sample preparation contained few cytoplasmic proteins. This result is also consistent with the lower expression of NMNAT2 measured in RPE cultures ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C).Table 2Mass Spectrometry identification of proteins in RPE[a](#tbltbl2fnafna){ref-type="table-fn"}.Table 2ProteinUniProt IDNumber of Peptides[b](#tbltbl2fnbfnb){ref-type="table-fn"}Probability[c](#tbltbl2fncfnc){ref-type="table-fn"}Exclusive Unique Peptides[d](#tbltbl2fndfnd){ref-type="table-fn"}Sequence Coverage[e](#tbltbl2fnefne){ref-type="table-fn"}NMNAT1Q9HAN9Donor 1\
Donor 2\
Donor 3\
Donor 4\
Donor 5\
Donor 6\
Donor 72\
2\
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2\
1\
1\
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In summary, all three NMNAT isoforms are present in RPE from both tissue and cultured cells. Further, the similar expression between No AMD and AMD cell cultures suggests the disease-specific response to NMN supplementation is due to factors other than the availability of the NMNAT enzyme.

3.5. Comparing drug responses between RPE cells with or without AMD {#sec3.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine if there was a difference in response due to disease state of the donor, we compared the average response of RPE from AMD donors to No AMD donors for the four drugs. NAC treatment improved overall Mt function \~10% in No AMD donors compared to an approximate 30% increase in AMD RPE. However, this difference was not statistically significant ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). Rapamycin treatment significantly improved BR in RPE from AMD donors (30%) compared to RPE from No AMD donors (0%; *p* = 0.02; [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). The most impressive differences in response were with PQQ. This drug significantly improved BR (44%; *p* = 0.03), MR (35%; *p* = 0.01) and ATP production (59%; *p* = 0.01) in RPE cells from donors with AMD compared to RPE from non-diseased donors ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). NMN treatment improved overall Mt function \~10% in No AMD RPE compared to \~20% in AMD RPE. However, this difference was not statistically significant ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D).

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In this study, we used primary cultures of RPE from age-matched human donors with or without AMD to evaluate the efficacy of compounds that target key processes involved in maintaining optimal Mt function. NAC protects the mitochondria from oxidative damage, Rapamycin removes damaged mitochondria via mitophagy, PQQ stimulates production of new mitochondria, and NMN helps increase oxidative phosphorylation. Intervening in these four processes, which benefit Mt homeostasis, would help maintain the delicate metabolic ecosystem of the RPE \[[@bib16]\]. Of note, we observed an AMD-dependent response to drug treatment. Only RPE from AMD donors responded to the drugs as detected by the increase in Mt function. In contrast, RPE from donors without AMD did not respond to the drugs since no changes in Mt function were detected with the exception of improved ATP production with NAC treatment. These results are consistent with the idea that Mt dysfunction in the diseased cells is ameliorated by the drug treatments targeted to Mt defects and that RPE from non-diseased donors did not share these defects. We also observed a highly variable response in RPE from AMD donors, with responsive donors exhibiting an individualized improvement in Mt function for specific drugs. These results suggest a more personalized approach is needed when developing treatments for AMD.

Although RPE cell cultures retain many of the prototypic characteristics of RPE *in vivo*, there are caveats that need to be mentioned with regards to the use of donor tissue and our model system. In using donor tissue as a source for our primary cultures, we have no control over the donor availability, including gender, disease severity, and age. While we strive for balance between age, gender, and disease stage, the distribution (i.e. early AMD and intermediate AMD donors) was not always equal in each assay and could potentially influence our results. Another consideration is how post-mortem time could influence mitochondrial function and drug response. In this investigation, the average time from death to cell harvest for both groups (No AMD and AMD) was 19 ± 4hr (±SD), so the time did not vary greatly between donors and any affect would be felt across all donor groups. Additionally, we use cells at passage 3, which means the cells are cultured for \~4 months, so initial differences in process times are likely diminished over time in culture. Our lab also follows strict "standard operating procedures" in handling and processing to minimize technical variability. However, even using identical procedures, RPE cultures exhibited heterogeneity in drug response, which could be due to general heterogeneity within the cultures and/or differences due to individual donor response. We favor donor intrinsic differences as the major explanation of our findings, which is consistent with a study comparing the phenotype and function of iPSC-RPE lines from 15 donors \[[@bib42]\]. Results revealed the donor-to-donor variability exceeded the clone-related differences, suggesting donor-specific genetic or epigenetic differences were the major contributors to how cultures behave.

Another caveat of our model system is that RPE cells in culture do not fully replicate the retinal environment since they lack the overlying photoreceptors and underlying choroid. While this is a limitation of all cell culture systems, we acknowledge that the influence of other cell types could affect results. How the application of cell culture results translates to *in vivo* therapeutic interventions is also a challenge. A specific concern for AMD research is that our cell culture system uses only RPE cells from the periphery, not the macular region, which appears clinically to suffer the greatest consequences of the disease. However, recent advances in ocular imaging that permit observation of cells in the peripheral retina have reported retinal lesions (i.e. drusen, RPE hypopigmentation and degeneration) that are clinically similar to lesions observed in the macula of AMD patients \[[@bib11]\]. Additionally, a study measuring mtDNA damage in 5 mm punches of RPE from the macula, inferior, and superior regions, found mtDNA damage was widespread and not limited to the macula \[[@bib55]\]. Taken together, these results suggest the pathological effect of AMD involves the entire retina and so cells from the periphery are a valid source for primary RPE cultures. In support of this idea, we had previously reported primary RPE harvested from the periphery of AMD donors exhibited a significant reduction in Mt function \[[@bib15]\]. Thus, while there are caveats, our model system replicates aspects of AMD that are essential for developing therapies to treat this disease.

Multiple studies examining RPE in human donors with AMD have reported defects in mitochondria, including a loss in Mt mass and intact internal structures \[[@bib14]\] and decreased content of proteins in the electron transport chain \[[@bib44],[@bib45]\]. These changes could disrupt Mt function within the RPE. Additional evidence from our lab \[[@bib27],[@bib55]\] and others \[[@bib33]\] have shown increased levels of mtDNA damage in donor RPE at stages of AMD preceding macular degeneration and vision loss. The mtDNA damage is likely due to increased production of reactive oxygen species, which may not only cause damage to mitochondrial structures, but could also alter redox signaling within the cell. Thus, protecting and improving Mt function in RPE is the most efficacious strategy for treating AMD and preserving vision.

NAC and other anti-oxidants play a protective role in oxygen radical-related stress injuries. NAC has many properties that make it a good candidate drug for AMD patients, including that it can be taken orally or applied topically to the cornea. Evidence that NAC can penetrate from the cornea to the posterior segment is provided by NACs protection of photoreceptors in rd10^+/+^ mice, a model of retinitis pigmentosa \[[@bib31]\]. Direct application of NAC has also protected ARPE19 cells (an immortalized RPE cell line) and primary human adult RPE cells from *tert*-butyl hydroperoxide (t-BOOH)-induced oxidative stress \[[@bib12],[@bib24],[@bib56]\]. In the current study, NAC treatment improved MR and SRC in RPE cells from AMD donors and significantly increased ATP production in RPE cells from donors without AMD ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These results contrast with our previous study where 24 h of NAC treatment significantly increased overall Mt function and protected from depletion of glutathione after an acute oxidative stress in RPE from donors with and without AMD \[[@bib56]\]. The slightly less robust response observed at 48hr may indicate that NAC is depleted at this time point. The bioavailability and stability of NAC is limited because of its hydrophobicity and free sulfhydryl group, which can be easily oxidized. Previous analysis of NACs half-life after oral or intravenous administration was approximately 6 h \[[@bib5]\]. This short half-life suggests more frequent applications of NAC may be required. Another approach would be to use NAC nanoparticles. In a study using LPS-activated microglia cells, the conjugation of NAC to nanoparticles increased its anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory potential compared to free NAC \[[@bib38]\]. Taken together, results suggest more frequent application or reformulation that stabilize the molecule are required to improve NAC efficacy and has important implications for NAC as a potential treatment for AMD.

Because of its ability to inhibit mTOR and induce autophagy, Rapamycin has been effective in reducing RPE dedifferentiation and preserved photoreceptor function in mice with an RPE-selective postnatal loss of OXPHOS \[[@bib66]\]. Rapamycin was also effective in reducing injury in various models of neurodegenerative diseases \[[@bib13],[@bib36]\] and in improved Mt function in a rat model of ischemic stroke \[[@bib32]\]. Our rationale for testing rapamycin arose from the strong evidence that diminished autophagy flux may contribute to AMD pathology \[[@bib21],[@bib41],[@bib59]\]. In the current study, we observed up-regulation of LC3-II and improved Mt function in RPE after rapamycin treatment in AMD RPE ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Since rapamycin stimulates autophagy, it is possible that this improvement in Mt function is due to the elimination of dysfunctional mitochondria within the RPE through mitophagy. As a caveat, Rapamycin has been part of AMD clinical trials under the name "Sirolimus" \[[@bib18],[@bib61]\]. Both studies were stopped early due to lack of efficacy, as determined by changes in geographic atrophy growth and visual acuity. Since dry AMD is a slow progressing disease, these stringent outcomes, which likely did not substantially change during the clinical trial, could have been responsible for the negative result. Additionally, our data show considerable variability in response for donors with AMD, suggesting that not every patient has a specific defect that is responsive to rapamycin treatment. The prevalence of non-responders in the clinical trials could contribute to the lack of statistically significant changes in outcomes. However, it may be worthwhile to take a second look at this drug or some of the newly developed "rapalogs" \[[@bib6],[@bib30]\] to see if more favorable outcomes could be obtained.

The most robust response in Mt function was observed after PQQ treatment. Bioactive compounds, like PQQ, have been shown to improve Mt respiration and stimulate Mt biogenesis by activating the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ coactivator 1α (PGC-1α) signaling pathway \[[@bib8],[@bib22],[@bib48]\]. PGC-1α is a transcriptional coactivator for an array of transcription factors that play roles in Mt biogenesis, protection from oxidative stress, fatty acid oxidation, and lipid metabolism \[[@bib8],[@bib49],[@bib53]\]. Mt biogenesis involves PGC-1α activation of mtDNA transcription and replication by binding to nuclear respiratory factors (NRF-1 and NRF-2) and Mt transcription factor A (TFAM) \[[@bib19]\]. In support of PQQs effect on Mt biogenesis, BALB/c mice fed a diet supplemented with PQQ exhibited increased Mt number and improved Mt function and respiration in liver \[[@bib4],[@bib51]\]. PQQ can also protect cells from oxidative stress through PGC-1α activation of transcription factors that regulate anti-oxidant gene expression. These transcription factors include forkhead box O-3A (FOXO-3A), MAD box transcription enhancer factor (MEF), and nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like2 (Nrf2) \[[@bib53]\]. Considering the highly oxidative environment of the diseased retina, upregulation of antioxidant genes elicited by PQQ could help protect the retina from further damage. Lastly, PQQ can improve fatty acid oxidation and lipid metabolism via PGC-1α binding to transcription factors, estrogen-related receptor (ERRα), and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARα or PPARγ) \[[@bib49]\]. While we did not investigate whether PQQ directly activates these transcription factors in our system, PQQs positive effect on lipid metabolism would be highly beneficial since phagocytosis and degradation of outer segments, comprised of 40--50% lipids \[[@bib1],[@bib20]\], is one of the RPEs critical functions.

In the current study, PQQ was the only drug to improve MR, SRC, and ATP production when comparing untreated to treated cells ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and significantly improved BR, MR, and ATP production in RPE from AMD donors ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Since PQQ stimulates Mt biogenesis, the improvement in Mt function is likely due to increased Mt content. This idea is supported by the increases in Mt proteins, VDAC and COX IV, in initial experiments characterizing PQQs effect ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and reports by another group that found a dose-dependent increase in the level of mtDNA relative to nuclear DNA (mtDNA/nDNA) in PQQ-treated in NIH/3T3 fibroblasts \[[@bib48]\]. Consistent with increased Mt content, Saihara et al. and our current study observed an enhanced level of ATP production. Considering PQQs positive effects not only on Mt respiration, but also in protecting from oxidative damage and improving lipid metabolism, this compound seems like a viable choice for further exploration of its potential use in combating the effects of AMD. PQQ treatment early in AMD could potentially stave off the detrimental effects of oxidation-induced stress, Mt dysfunction, and the ensuing "bioenergetic crisis" that occurs in advanced AMD \[[@bib16]\].

The supplement NMN is a precursor for NAD+, a vital redox carrier that is central to metabolism and other cellular processes \[[@bib54]\]. The decline in NAD levels with aging and neurodegenerative conditions has elicited intense investigations on ways to boost NAD content using a variety of supplements \[[@bib23],[@bib29],[@bib35],[@bib39],[@bib40]\]. Although NAD + itself is difficult to administer directly to humans, its precursor molecule, NMN, is a promising natural compound that augments NAD levels in the body \[[@bib57]\]. In vivo evidence showed NMN restores Mt function and NAD + content to normal levels in brain Mt pellets from a transgenic mouse model of Alzheimer\'s disease \[[@bib35]\] and ameliorates retinal dysfunction in aged C57BL/6 N mice \[[@bib40]\]. In vitro experiments reported treatment with NMN preserved NAD + levels in ARPE19 (an immortalized RPE cell line), primary mouse RPE cells, and 661W cone photoreceptor-like cells \[[@bib23],[@bib34]\]. Consistent with results from previous studies, NMN treatment improved Mt function in primary RPE cultured from AMD donors ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). NMN was taken up by the cells as shown by the increase in intracellular NAD + content ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, NMN was taken up by the mitochondria, albeit through an unidentified carrier \[[@bib54]\], as shown by the improvement in Mt function ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of NMNAT3 in RPE cells ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) suggests that this isozyme is responsible for the synthesis of NAD in the mitochondria. An increase in Mt NAD levels may have led to an increase in OXPHOS in RPE cells.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

Mitochondria are highly active organelles. They are constantly undergoing biogenesis, fusion, fission, and mitophagy, processes that are important for maintaining a population of healthy mitochondria. Since alterations in these processes could be involved in AMD pathology, compounds that target processes involved in Mt homeostasis could be attractive therapies for the disease. In this proof-of-concept study, we used four drugs to target Mt homeostasis and tested whether they could improve Mt function in primary RPE cultures from donors with and without AMD. Of the four drugs, PQQ was the best at improving Mt function, especially in RPE cells from AMD donors. This may be due to PQQ\'s ability to activate PGC-1α, a transcriptional co-activator that plays a role in Mt biogenesis, protection from oxidative stress, and lipid metabolism. For these reasons, additional studies with PQQ or other bioactive molecules are warranted. One other significant finding was that, just as reported for patients in clinical trials, RPE cells from different donors exhibited significant variability in their response to the four drugs. Only RPE from a select group of donors with AMD responded by upregulating Mt function and among this group, considerable heterogeneity in drug response was observed. These results support the idea that an individualized approach to treating AMD is required. Developing ways to pre-screen patients to determine the optimal type of intervention is a critical linchpin in finding effective treatments for AMD.
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The following are the Supplementary data to this article:Multimedia component 1Multimedia component 1Supplemental Fig. 1Images of primary human RPE cell cultures derived from adult donors. (A) Phase microscopy images show cultured RPE cells exhibit cobblestone appearance. Pictures were taken with 10x objective. (B) Bright Field microscopy image (left) shows pigmentation in RPE cells. Matching phase contrast image is on right. (C) RPE cells, grown on a glass slide, were stained with anti-RPE65 (red) antibody and imaged with a fluorescence microscope. Picture was taken with 20x objective. (D) RPE cells, grown in a transwell, stain positive for the tight junction protein, ZO-1 (green). Picture was taken with 40x objective. Nuclei in (C) & (D) are stained with DAPI (blue).Supplemental Fig. 1Supplemental Fig. 2Determining mitochondrial function using an XF^e^ Extracellular Flux Analyzer. Graph shows trace and methods for calculating mitochondrial function parameters. Arrows indicate time of injection for specific reagents. The formula for calculating each parameter is shown in italics. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the average of the two values used in the calculation. Oxygen consumption rate (OCR) following injections of oligomycin (2 μM final), FCCP (1 μM final), rotenone & antimycin A (1 μM final, each) perturbs mitochondria function. Calculation of basal respiration, ATP production, maximal respiration, and spare respiratory capacity are shown.Supplemental Fig. 2Supplemental Fig. 3Distribution of proteins in the RPE organelle-enriched fraction. Data shown represent compiled data of RPE from seven human donors. Proteins were identified by LC-MS and categorized by Gene Ontology (GO). Subcellular compartments can include proteins associated with multiple GO terms. Pie chart was created on [meta-chart.com](http://meta-chart.com){#intref0010}.Supplemental Fig. 3
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Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.redox.2020.101552>.

[^1]: AAA = abdominal aortic aneurysm; ABI = anoxic brain injury; AE = Anoxic Encephalopathy; COPD = chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CVA = cerebrovascular accident (stroke); ESLD = End-Stage Liver Disease; ICH = Intracerebral hemorrhage; MI = myocardial infarction; MS = Multiple Sclerosis.

[^2]: Information supplied by Lions Gift of Sight, St. Paul, MN (formerly known as Minnesota Lions Eye Bank).

[^3]: Minnesota Grading System (MGS) was used to evaluate the stage of AMD in eye bank eyes (Olsen and Feng, 2004). No AMD = MGS1; AMD = MGS2 and MGS3.

[^4]: Sample number indicates the total donors with or without AMD used in the current study.

[^5]: Provided is the time from death to RPE harvest in hours.

[^6]: The number of donors for each cause of death is indicated in parentheses.

[^7]: Organelle-enriched fraction prepared from donor RPE (see methods).

[^8]: The number of unique peptides (each with a different amino acid sequence) that are attributed to a single protein including those shared with other proteins.

[^9]: Calculated probability that the protein identification is correct.

[^10]: The number of peptides containing different amino acid sequences, regardless of any modification, that are attributed to a single protein/protein group.

[^11]: Provides the percentage of amino acids in the whole protein sequence that was identified in the sample.
